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Information systems staff Fourth candidate
members voice complaints interviewed for VP
Employee survey rates vice-presidenVs job practices

position at Poly

By Patty Hayes

By Mary Frederisy

s ta ff W riter

Staff members of Information
Systems (IS), Cal P o l/s com
puting and com m unications
center, have informally reported
numerous accounts o f alleged
unfair practices by management
— especially by the vice presi
dent of IS, said the co-president
o f th e C a l i f o r n i a S ta te
Employees Association (CSEA)«
Bernice Glinski, CSEA co
president, said Tuesday that
meetings regarding complaints
against IS Vice President Arthur
Gloster (regarding employee
h arassm en t and decreased
morale) have been ongoing since
February.
Present at the meetings were
President Warren Baker, Direc
tor of Personnel Jan Pieper, IS
Resource Director David Yang,
several CSEA union repre
sentatives and Gloster.

“ My opinion is that ad
ministration does not care,”
Glinski said. She said that the
university has not given suffi
cient response to the complaints.
Gloster was on a travel day
Tuesday and was unavailable for
comment. He has previously
failed to return Mustang Daily’s
phone calls concerning the mat
ter.
Pieper said that it has been
difficult for the administration to
make any response.
‘There is a contract in place
(with CSEA members) which
gives express avenues for com
plaints and grievances,” Pieper
said. “If they want to contend
that policy was not followed they
must file a complaint."
Glinski said that no formal
complaints or grievances have
been filed because staff members
are fearful o f their job security
should their names and specific
complaints be printed in a report.

The informal complaints are
discussed in a 13-page report
written by Glinski. The report
gives a detailed account of the
results of a survey, written and
conducted by CSEA, o f IS
employees and their reactions to
Gloster’s actions. The full report
was unavailable, but Mustang
Daily had received statistical
responses to the questions.
FMfty-eight surveys were sent
out and 35 were returned, Glinski
said. She said the survey was ac
companied by two paragraphs
stating that both positive and
negative responses were wel
come. Some of the questions and
their responses were as follows:
•Do you believe that Dr.
Gloster is, in all respects, runn
ing Information Systems in a fair
and equitable manner, and in ac
cordance with all union, CSU and
legal provisions? Yes; 2 No: 30
Don’t know: 3.

See COMPLAINTS, page 7

Storemaster,,.

SlaH WrNar

An Eastern Illinois Univer
sity administrator was on
campus Monday as the fourth
candidate for the vice presi
dent for Academic Affairs and
senior vice president position
at Cal Poly.
Robert Kindrick, provost
and vice president for Academ-
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Fourth in a 5-part series
ic Affairs at Eastern, spoke at
an open forum during the first
of the two-day interview.
Kindrick said that certain
issues prevalent here are also
faced at Eastern, such as
cultural diversity.
“I know it has inspired some
tension on campus," he said.
‘That is a major priority on
my agenda and at Eastern Il
linois. It is vitally important to
have cultural diversity in the
academic community as it is in

Robert Kindrick

the community at large."
He said certain steps had
been taken at Eastern to en
courage admissions o f minority
groups, including a
distinguished lecturer series, a
visiting professor program,
and work between Academic
See KINDRICK, page 12

Junior high program
gives students hope
Points them toward higher learning
Editor’s note: In this, the second
installment in a series about
outreach programs, reporter Tina
Ramos examines a program to
attract underrepresented junior
high school students in Santa
Maria to higher education.

By Tina M. Ramos
SINMWHf________________________ _
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Boob tube
worship...
Guest columnist
Marianne Biasotti
examines America’s
preoccupation with
television, and how she
thinks it’s becoming our
national pastime.

The second oldest outreach
program is the three-year old
Adelante Program. This program
targets primarily Spanish-speak
ing students in seventh and
eighth grade at El Camino Junior
High School in Santa Maria.
“The program orients students
to the California education
system; offers career information
and workshops and presents pos
itive role models,” said Maria
Arvizu, program coordinator.
“By the 12th grade these stu
dents then are CSU material.”
There are currently 55 stu
dents involved in some facet of

•Second in a 5-part series
the program. The year-long pro
gram consists of Friday afterschool workshops, tutoring twice
weekly by Student Academic
Services staff and Saturday
vocational workshops. The pro
gram’s steering committee, made
up of three ESL (English as a se
cond language) El Cam ino
counselors, four Cal Poly student
coordinators and Arvizu, meets
monthly.
‘These kids often come with
high math and science skills but
get discouraged by economic
hardships, lack of role models
and the language, eventually
dropping out of school,” said
Arvizu. ‘These students are
thirsty to learn about the Amer
ican culture and education
system.”
Arvizu adds that when she
See OUTREACH, page 7

Riot arrests...

In INSIGHT...

Arraignments continued
yesterday for the people
arrested during the Poly
Royal riots. Find out
what happened.

Reporter Nadya
Williams spoke to a Poly
student who is from
South Africa. Find out
what he had to say
about his country.
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Second Opinion

The red squirrels are different
Creatures threatened with extinction Aice a bleak enough
future without their chief official protector in the United States
being unclear on the concept of saving them. Secretary of the In
terior Manuel Lujan, to judge from a complaint he registered the
other day about the rigors of enforcing the Endangered Species
Act, needs a refresher course on this part ofhis responsibilities.
The 17-year-old law is “too tough” and should be changed so
that it is not used to stymie development, the cabinet member
and former congressman said in an interview with the Denver
Post. Lujan questioned whether the federal statute should at
tempt to save an endangered species in all of its remaining
habitats, or “to save every subspecies.” “Nobody’s told me the
difference between a red squirrel, a black one or a brown one,”
the secretary remarked. Well, someone should start telling Lujan
right away, and perhaps an early word to him on the subject will
come from “the environmental president,” George Bush, whose
W’hite House staff put out the word that no weakening of the
Endangered Species Act is contemplated.
Excerpted from “Red Squirrels are different” in San Francisco
Examiner on May 22.

A special letter
Editor’s note: This letter in in response to the Insight article,
“Sexual Assault: How to avoid becoming a victim ... twice!” which
ran on Wednesday, May 16. “Sarah” was a rape victim in the arti
cle. The author o f the letter wishes to remain anonymous.
Dear Sarah,
I cried silently to myself when I read this article. I cried
because I finally realized I wasn’t alone; that someone out there
knows my fears, anguish and pain. At times I feel alienated
because I feel no one understands. It’s been over a year since I
was raped in the dorms, by a guy I had been dating. I went
through the same process you did, a quarter after you. I know
your frustration about the whole administrative process on sex
ual assault and the actions this school follows. I finally sought
legal help outside of campus. Although I was scared to death, I
feel better now about my decision. Although his presence still
wanders through my mind, I feel safer that he is no longer here to
control my life on campus. You, too, have that right of security
and you shouldn’t have to run in fear from him, because then you
know he has won. The urge to run is still within me, but I know
turning around and facing him and what he did to change my life
has made me stronger; just as it has in you and in every other
woman who is a victim. I’ve come to realize that all things in life
happen for a reason, we can’t run forever. I want to help you,
“shake things up” around here, in this school’s administrative
process — even though I don’t know what to do or how to even
start. In the end, if I can help at least one girl out there it will all
be worth the fight. I hope you read this today because I wish to
get in touch with you somehow. You’re not alone in your fight to
bring a change to the legality, process and rights of those vic
timized by sexual assault on this campus and everywhere.

Letters to the Editor
Reader’s opinions
differ on Denham
This letter is in resonse to the
article written by Kimberly
Veitch in the Mustang Daily on
May 18, 1990 concerning Jeff
Denham. I feel Jeff Denham is an
extremely responsible, concerned
and caring person. During the
Poly Royal riots, Denham did a
tremendous job of protecting the
surrounding area especially my
house and property. I live right
in front of where the riots took
place and was scared to death of
the potential of this crowd. Even
though he was on crutches, he
was not concerned about himself
but the welfare of others.
I find Veitch’s letter lacking
validity because she was not
present during the riots. Mr.
Denham is only concerned with
the welfare o f the community
and ways to make living here
better. He is a leader, a careful
person and I find it nothing but a
privilege to have him at the
fraternity house next door to me.

Peggy Wilson
SLO resident

In response to the potential
appointment o f Jeff Denham to
Adam Taylor’s staff, I would like
to say that the interests of the
students would possibly be illserved by such an act.
The Thursday after Poly
Royal, Jeff Denham and his
roommate got in a fight in my
backyard during a party. My
roommates and myself asked
them to leave yet they ignored
our requests to the point of wak
ing and angering our neighbors
on both sides. This strained our
good r e l a t i o n s with our
neighbors.
I have had little contact with
Jeff Denham and admittedly he
may be qualified for the execu
tive vice president position, but a
man is known by his actions. I
have no interest in having some
one who appears to be a slave to
his passions, and who so rudely
disregarded my home and pro
perty represent me on ASI.
Thus, I must ask you Adam
Taylor to rethink your responsi
bility, is it to blindly stick to al
liances, pr to represent the stu
dents within the community?

I would like to comment on the
April 23 reading of some of the
six million Jews that died in the
Holocaust. While I agree that
this incident should not be
forgotten, I sometimes question
the real motivation. If the true
goal is to keep this atrocity in
our memories so that it may
never happen again, then why
aren’t these people pointing out
that it has in fact happened
again? I am referring to the
repressive government that came
to power in Cambodia after the
Vietnam war ... Pol Pot’s Khmer
Rouge. During his reign power,
three million Cambodians were
killed in mass executions.
Granted, this is only half the
number from the Holocaust, but
isn’t this ultimately the same
crime of genocide? The only dif
ference is that Hitler is dead and
Pol Pot is not. If he regains
power, I believe that the killing
fields will again be in operation.

JeffEIUs
Social Science

Kevin Cumblide
Physics

Pay attention to
today’s holocaust

Drifting off to TV land
B y M a ria n n e B ia s o tti
Okay kids, it’s time for This is Your Life! There we are on a
beautiful Saturday morning watching our favorite cartoons; oh and
look how mesmerized we are watching Mr. Rogers put on his blue
sneakers; it was just heartbreaking to watch Pa scold Halfpint in
Walnut Grove; and of course we were all left wondering, “When will
the crew of the S.S. Minnow get off that dam island?”
Yes, we are the tee-vee kids. Admit it or not, we all can recount
endless hours in front of the television, watching episodes pass be
fore our eyes like our childhood. It’s unfathomable to imagine those
archaic times our parents speak of, but that was B.T.(Before Tele
vision), and now life in A.T. has changed us forever.
Yes, it is sad but true, American families worship Television.
This four-sided being holds a place of prominence in every
household, set smack in the middle of the “family room”, an already
outdated term for “T.V. room.’’ It is like nothing before it, drawing
families together for long periods of time without argument. No
conversation, but no argument, either.
We have come a long way from the time when things like religion
and a family matriarch united families. The worship of God became
perhaps a bit too constricting for the leisurely American lifestyle,
and those divine answers weren’t as quick as the escape offered via
the television screen.
We now give television the respect once bestowed upon our family
matriarchs, as we sit in silence and digest every word. After all, one
doesn’t need the patience with television that is needed with
grandma.
Every culture has its pastime, and they say we Americans don’t
have one. Well, if a pastime is the thing we most do to pass the
time, then we do television better than anyone else. Before we
graduated from high school, statistics say we have watched 15,000
glorious hours of flickering images, more time spent with T.V. than
with anything else besides sleep. By that milestone in life, we have
also watched 350,000 commercials and 18,000 murders! How could
life ever be lacking?
And if we are ever accused of not having a culture, heck, just turn
on the ol’ tele and there you have Americana in living color! Are we
or are we not united by those groovy Brady kids? If you want to
liven up any party anywhere with people our age, just start asking
Brady Bunch trivia. Throw out a “Who was Harvey Klinger?” and
people will go nuts.
The other day on television (where else?), there was a poignant
reunion of the very first group of Howdy Doody fans. There were
oodles of goofy looking forty-to-fiflysomething types relating the
significance of this freckled face puppet in their lives. They all sat in
front of television at the same time every week for an hour and they
are bonded for life. Give me a break, man!
Like worshipping a false god that will lead to doom or something
worse, we are approaching the inevitable fate of “Amusing
Ourselves to Death”, the title of a book about television by Neil
Postman. As election day approaches, it is interesting to note the
comparison he makes between the old political debates and present
excuses for debates. All style, no content, ladies and gentlemen,
brought to you live in your living rooms.
Public discourse that used to last for hours during the LincolnDouglas debates now are confined to minutes where rhetoric and
caustic remarks are thrown about. There are no “winners” of these
debates, only losers — us, the viewers.
After living without Television for a year, it is difficult to watch it
now. It is hard to convince others that there are matters of greater
importance. For life is to live, not to watch.
(Fade out....music.)
Marianne Biasotti is a senior journalism major.
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ASI to address Poly English senior’s paper
priority for RAs on co-op experiences places in
top 15 in Calif, competition

Meeting will also
feature disussion
o f ’P’ clean-up
By Larre M. Sterling
s ta ff WrHer__________________________________________

The proposals for resident ad
visor priority registration and
the Poly “P” clean-up will be the
topics of discussions at the ASI
Board o f Directors meeting
tonight.
The Administrative Commis
sion passed the priority registra
tion proposal by a 10-4 vote last
Tuesday.
The proposal reads that resi
dent advisors will register
th r o u g h C A P T U R E with
athletes. Athletes register after
disabled students and before
graduating seniors and graduate
students.
‘T never lived in the dorms
myself so I never knew what an
RA did,” Mark Denholm, direc
tor for the school of engineering,
said. “But from what I unders
tand, there’s a need for some
priority, but not before
graduating seniors. Maybe after
other priority schedules.”
“ My only concern is the
snowballing concept,” Denholm
said.
Denholm said that the 30member Administrative Com
mission had two primary con
cerns. First, members of the
commission are afraid that the

s

success of this proposal will
create a snowball effect where
everyone will start to apply for
priority registration. Second, the
commission questions whether
priority scheduling should be
granted because resident ad
visors are paid positions. Resi
dent advisors rec^ve free room
and board. Denholm said that
students who apply for the posi
tion know what they are com
mitting themselves to. “Students
are turned away every year due
to a lack of positions,” Denholm
added.
“I don’t think that it’s (RA
priority registration) a good idea
because it sets a bad precedent,”
Elsbeth Plank, director for the
school of Liberal Arts, said. “It
might open the doors for a lot of
ill feelings and a lot of other
groups in the student community
might feel like they would be able
to follow in their (RAs) footsteps
with valid reasons of their own. I
do feel for the RAs because I
understand they have a difficult
schedule, but I also realize that
there doesn’t appear to be a lack
of applications for that position
and they (RAs) know what
they’re getting themselves into.
Because there doesn’t seem to be
a lack of applications or of inter
est, right now they are getting
the most quality people for the
job and if the applicants knew
that they would be receiving
priority registration there might
be an ulterior motive for people
to apply for the job.”
See ASI, page 9

By Amy Koval
Staff W ritar

A Cal Poly English senior
finished in the top 15 out of
more than 150 competitors in
the California Cooperative
Education Association Schol
arship competition (CCEAS).
Julianne Edmunds, a dean’s
list student, entered the
CCEAS competition after do
ing a co-op with the IBM Corp.
in Research Triangle Park,
N.C. *1116 competition asked
students to write about their
co-op experiences and explain
what their jobs involved.
E d m u n d s w o r k e d in
technical com m unications.

Edmunds came to Cal Poly
as a math major, but ultimate
ly switched to English. With
English, she said she is “more
at ease.” But when she entered
the major, she wasn’t sure
where it was going to lead her.
“I thought. W hat am I go
ing to do with an English ma
jor?’ ” she said. A short time
afterward, she realized she
could find a career in technical
communications.
Although Edm unds has
always liked to write, she said
she never became very involv
ed with creative writing.
“ I’ve always written on my
own, but I never tried to get
my work published,” she said.

Arraignments held Tuesday for about
100 of those arrested during Poly Royal
By Tara Murphy
s ta ff W riter

The legacy of Poly Royal 1990
lived or. in the courtrooms of San
Luis Obispo as riot case ar
raignments were held Tuesday.
About 100 of the 127 people
who were arrested in conjunction
with the riots appeared at the
courthouse. They were to be ar
raigned on charges ranging from
failure to disperse to being a
minor in possession of alcohol.
Cal Poly economics freshman
Ann Marie Denison said she par
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which may include writing
manuals and instructions. One
of her major projects during
her co-op was writing a manutal
for an IBM product.
The top 15 finishers, in
c l u d i n g E d m u n d s , wer e
recognized at an awards lun
cheon during the CCEA con
vention, and the essays were
put on display.
Edmunds, a Carpenteria
High School graduate, did well
in all subjects. “I liked the
technicalities of math, but I
also really enjoyed English,”
she said. This made it difficult
for her to decide upon a major
to declare when entering col
lege.

E xpanding U pon
S uperintegration S uccess
Superintegratiori^, Zilog's cell based 1C approach, is winning in
markets around the world. Join us as we continue to develop dozens
of new high density products. This is your opportunity to be an
integral part of our fast paced, high energy team.

ticipated in the Tuesday ar
raignments and entered a plea of
“not guilty.” Denison was ar
rested on Sunday on a charge of
failure to disperse.
Although she did not want to
comment about the specifics of
her arrest, she did say she spoke
with a public defender prior to
entering a plea.
A spokesperson for. public
defending firm Maguire and
Ashbaugh said although she did
not know the exact number of
cases heard, it took three public
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BSEETMSEE. Integrated circuit design of new CMOS digital circuits, including logic simulation.

Applications Engineers
BSEE/MSEE/BSCS. Design and implementation of application breadboards for support of new
Zilog devices.

Test Engineers
BSEE/MSEE/BSCS. Test and characterization of new devices using automatic test equipment.

Software Engineers
BSCS/MSCS. Develop software programs to automate integrated circuit testing.
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Design Engineers

BSEE/MSEE. Coordinate product line manufacturing and engineering efforts. Monitor and drive
sales in response to market demands.

See ARRAIGNMENTS, page 12

HEAR THE DIFFERENCE!

We have openings a t our convenient Campbell site for:

Product Marketing Engineers

defenders from the office to han
dle Tuesday’s arraignments.
Patrick Steinfeld, a Maguire
and Ashbaugh attorney, said
those convicted o f a failure to
d i sp e rs e c h a r g e c o u l d be
sentenced to 60 hours of com
munity service and a $275 fine.
Those convicted on a charge of
minor in possession of alcohol
could face a sentence of 10 hours
of community service, a $250 fine
and a one-year suspended

JU N E 2nd
Be There Or Hear It Live On K-OTTER
"Hearing Is Believing Hear The
CO N CO R D Difference."

CONCORD NEW CD-2
NEW -1 Bit PWMD/A Converters
MASH - Mult-Stage Noise Shaping

Adilltlonally, we have openings In our new Nampa, Idaho, design center for:

Process Engineers and Quality Assurance Engineers

CONCORD
A U I O S O U N D

Precision Power

KICKSFI

AUTOMOTIVE SPEAKER SYSTEMS

Join the winners! Meet us at the job fair or send your resume to Zilog. Inc.,
Professional Staffing, Dept. NG, 210 Hacienda Avenue. Campbell, CA 95008.
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Presents...

Multimedia
" Tools for Learning "
Show: Part II
Come see how educators from
around the country
are currently using
IBM multimedia solutions...
Wednesday, M ay 23
9:00am - 3:00pm
Cal Poly
University Union Room 220
Sponsored by :

INSIGHT

PESERTINO
APARTHEID

n a country like South Afinca, where military ser
vice is compulsory, it is a predicament that every
young man of draft age has to face. When his
country enforces policies that are morally unacceptable
to him, should he go ahead and serve his military stint,
should he refuse and go to jail, or should he leave the
country for good?
Simon Winer, a 24-year-old industrial technology
senior at Cal Poly, left his native South Africa in 1983
because he did not want to fight for the white-minority
regime. His family, who joined him soon after he left, has
deep ix)ots in South Africa. His father is a fourth
generation Afrikaner, a South African of Dutch descent,
who make up 60 percent of the white population o f the
country.
Winer spoke candidly about what motivated his deci
sion to leave South Africa in a recent interview with
Nadya Williams

I

.Wi/ftoms; What is apartheid?
Winer: Apartheid means “apartness” and it is the of
ficial government policy of institutionalized racial
segregation in all aspects of life; housing, education,
political rights, land ownership, employment, medical
care, social life, everything. For instance, the (private)
high school that I went to was the only one in the entire
country that was completely multi-racial, but it was
banned by the government, because it was multi-racial.
So for a while, my high school diploma wouldn’t have
been recognized by the state university system. If the
school had become militant, actually encouraging anti
apartheid sort of stuff, it would have been closed.
Why did you feel compelled to leave South Africa?
Two years’ military service is absolutely compulsory for
all white males, and when I was eligible for the draft,
you went to Angola and fought for three months on ac
tive duty. Later, when the state of emergency was im
posed from ’84 on, troops were sent into the African
townships themselves and into the so-called homelands.
It was something that I didn’t agree with, and I
wasn’t going to go through with it if I could possibly
avoid it. I bailed out about a third of the way through
my senior year and bought a return ticket to Europe.
Since I’d already been served my draft papers, the only
way I could leave was with a return ticket.
My parents emigrated a month later and we met in
Europe and came over here. The whole family had been
planning this for a long time and had applied for
emigration since 1976. We all had our own reasons to
leave. My entire family now has permanent residency in
the United States.
What were the immediate implications for your family
when you left?
The military police showed up at my parent’s house and
my sister’s house, pretty much anywhere where I’d had
a connection. My two older sisters didn’t emigrate with
us at that time, they wanted to stay.
My eldest sister was active on the student newspaper
at the University of Witswatersrand in Johannesburg
(the largest university in South Africa). She’d had a
couple of close calls with the Security Police tailing her,
and at that time a lot of her friends got taken into
detention. At any political gathering on campus or any
See INSIGHT, page 6

STO RY BY
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Whiles:
14% of the population
• 87% of nation reserved for
whites only
• 178 representatives in
parliament
• total political power

"Colored":
• 9% of the population
• 85 representatives in
parliament
• advisory political power
only
Asians:
3% of the population
45 representatives in
parliament
advisory political power
only

Blacks:

PH O TO BY
JO N ROGERS

74% of the population
• 13% of nation reserved for
black Africans only
• no representatives in
parliament
no vote, no political
power
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and military’ use IBM computers
to keep track of people.
A lot of companies have gotten
around sanctions, but a lot just
don’t care, you know, like
Johnson and Johnson, are just
there pretty blatently. Ironically,
just in the last few months, sev
eral countries in Eastern Europe
have stepped up trade.
Are other people leaving?
There is quite an exodus of white
South Africans who have the
means to leave — everybody who
can. But, it’s a nice lifestyle;
whites live really well, and if you
don’t have qualms about racial
problems, you can live a naive,
benign life. Eveiyone has a pool
there (among the white middleclass) and generally a (black)
maid.
What do you think o f the leader
ship o f Nelson Mandela, who was
recently released after 27 years
in prison? A nd w hat about his
organization, the A frican Na
tional C ongress?
The ANC goes back as far as
1912, as far as any political party
in South Africa. They’ve tried
absolutely everything there is in
the book in terms of being
recognized as a political party.
They’ve been shunned all along,
never taken seriously, and finally
resorted to violence to bring
about change because they ex
hausted every peaceful means.
The ANC wants democracy and
respect for human rights, they
represent the msyority in South
AMca and they should be in.
Mandela is a true statesman,
he’s really an enlightened person.
He’s definitely a person who
could handle the position of
leader of the countr>'. I think he’s
genuinely concerned with what
happens to the white population
and with keeping the economy
stable. If I were back there, I’d
definitely want Mandela in
power.
Do you think the present g o v 
ernment will accept the reality o f
one-m an, one-vote?
T h e r e ’ s no way that the
Afrikaner will hand over power.
There's going to have to be a
revolution. It’s going to get
worse before it gets better. The
white regime gave up an incredi
ble opportunity in 1983, when

they rewrote the constitution.
They could have made some very
basic changes, like abolishing
petty apartheid and improving
the (black) educational system.
Fundamental to Afrikaner pol
itics is this “reform” image, and
we’re going to keep getting that
all the way through this new
negotiating process. The “wash
ed” press that you get here, and
in South Africa, makes it dif
ficult to really see what’s going
on in an objective way. One of
the few good sources o f news is
“South Africa Now” on Sunday
mornings at 9 o’clock (on KCET,
cable channel 8). It’s required
viewing for the African history
course here.
I saw a letter in the local new s
paper, the Telegram -Tribune,
calling M andela a com m unist.
H ow do y ou resp on d to that?
Well, anyone who criticizes the
South African government, like
myself, is called a communist.
The government always uses
that line. But communism is out.
I’m not scared of it; I don’t feel
that the Russians are having a
particularly good time with their
economy. I don’t think that
there’s a Red Threat. The South
African Communist Party is very
small, and has been just a small
part of the huge movement
toward African nationalism and
racial equality.
What can w e in the United
States do?
Keep the embargo and definitely
strengthen sanctions. There have
been loopholes, but sanctions
have been effective. I’d also like
to see a scholarship fund set up
in this country. That would be a
really effective way to bring
black South Africans here. I’d
love to see it at Cal Poly,
because, just like I’ve experi
enced, it’s so important to get
out of South Africa for a while
and see what’s really happening
in the world. White students
have passports and the opportu
nity to get out, but very few
blacks have that economic op
portunity.
Nadya Williams is a Journalism
senior whose three grandparents
lived in South Africa at the turn
o f the century.
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From page 5
newspaper function, usually
youll have a bunch of plain
clothes Security Police. They’re
really easy to spot, maybe a
video camera off to the side.
What could have happened to an
active student like you r sister?
The usual detention procedure is
that you don’t get a threat, you
just vanish for a bit, usually 90
days. Parents go absolutely
crazy because they have no idea
whether their children are in
detention or not, where they are,
how they are, nothing — just no
record. Legally the authorities
are under no obligation to allow
prisoners to communicate with
the outside world.
My sisters finally left two
years ago, after the police broke
in and searched the eldest’s en
tire house while no-one was there.
But a (white) friend o f mine went
into detention in ’88 for being in
trade union activities in Cape
Town. He really had a rough time
of it. In detention, you also know
that what’s pretty commonplace
is that you can be released after
90 days, but if you don’t sort of
fess up or promise not to do it
again, you'll just be rearrested as
soon as you walk out, right at
the gate, for another 90 days.
And this can just go on and on.
But we all know blacks get
much harsher treatm en t —
beatings and torture by the
police are routinely used, even
murder. With whites, they (the
police) have to be a lot more ac
countable, because there are
people working on the outside for
their defense.
Incidentally, I’ve read that the
tools they use while in detention
are manufactured in the United
States, all the shock treatment
apparatus and other instruments
of torture. That trade would be a
good thing to protest and stop.
Is there much U.S. involvem ent
in South A frica then?
Yes, but after there was a
general embargo against South
Africa, the countries that didn’t
seem to have many scruples
about investing in South Africa
tended to be Japan and West
Germany. But U.S. companies
are still there; IBM is now called
ISN, I think. The government
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. . . For T h o se W ho W ant It A ll!
present at the meeting with
President Baker when we present
the results of this survey? Yes: 3
No: 31 Possibly: 1.
•If not, is it because you fear
the pos.sibility of retaliations or
other worsening of your work
situation? Yes: 27 No: 3 Don’t
know: 1.
Pieper said that “frankly, it
was hard to tell whether the
survey was an objective one.”
Yang, IS resource director, was
also unsure of the objectivity of
the survey.
“We don’t know if it was a
random sample or a selective
group of people,” Yang said.
Ralph Nicovich, network
engineering coordinator for IS,
said although he is not a CSEA

From page 1
•Do you believe that, under
Dr. Gloster, you have experi
enced any unnecessary and un
warranted stress or harassment
in your job? Yes: 29 No: 5
Unclassifiable response: 1.
•Do you believe that, under
Dr. Gloster, your job security
and prospects do not seem as
secure as they should be? Yes: 27
No: 6 Don’t know: 1 No answer:
1.
•Do you believe that, as long
as Dr. Gloster is running Infor
mation Systems, the existence of
fair practices and working condi
tions, and high morale, are
hopeless? Yes: 28 No: 4 Don’t
know: 2 Possibly: 1.
•Would you be willing to be

member he did see the results of
the survey.
“It was probably an accurate
survey,” he said. He said that he
was specifically told that saying
anything negative about IS
“would result in disciplinary ac
tion.”
Controversy has surrounded
Gloster since he was hired in
December 1986. In March of
1987, a co-worker at Cal Poly’s
Computer Center expressed, in a
letter to President Baker, his
concern regarding the hiring of
Gloster. Attached to the letter
were several articles clipped from
The Oregonian regarding 1982
felony charges against Gloster,
including federal mail, insurance
and wire fraud.

OUTREACH
From page 1
first approached El Camino
school, the principal, although
excited with the idea, gave her a
period during the school day
because he felt students would
not want to go to Friday after
noon meetings.
“I went ahead and held the
meetings and surpr isi ng ly
enough we had 50 students show
up,” said Arvizu. “And we still
have around 45 students who
regularly show up. It is incredi
ble.”
The program has four Cal Poly
student coordinators who visit
the school and act as mentors to
the students.
“We plan afternoon meetings
and the monthly parent meetings
as well as field trips to high
schools,” said Jose Millan, one of
the student coordinators. “We
also work with other student
volunteers involved in the pro
gram.”
Millan, a senior industrial
technology m ajor, said he
became involved in the program
through Student Academic Ser
vices and has been involved for
iVi years. He said he has learned
a lot from the experience of star
ting a project from scratch and
developing something out of it.
“ You get m ore personal
satisfaction from this that you

can’t get anywhere else,” said
Millan. “I have developed better
public speaking and public rela
tions skills.”
Millan, who will graduate next
year, said he will continue to be
involved with the program.
To be a coordinator, students
must be bilingual and have simi
lar backgrounds with the stu
dents they are serving or at least
a sensitivity to their needs, said
Arvizu.
The coordinators are selected
in the spring and are oriented
during the summer. The program
currently has two openings.
Arvizu said she would like to

see the program expand to other
parts of the state but at the
present time there are no
resources to do so.
“If more projects like these ex
isted, then students would know
their options and see that higher
education is the best option,” she
said. “These students would feel
motivated with a sense of
belonging and be much more
productive to society.”
Although there is no record of
the long-term success of the progfram, Arvizu said success to her
is “if we have influenced stu
dents and parents to do some
thing with their lives.”
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2 Bedroon Furnished Apartments
School Year Lease - Sept. 1 to June 30
$775.00 Per Month
3 Person O ccu p a n cy
1/2 mile to Col Poly Campus
C oble T.V., w ater, trash provided
G arbage a n d Storage Units

CONTACT Dan at 543-6819

Canyoudowindows?
And doors? Driveways? And snock bats? At Robert H. Lee & Associotes,
liK., you'll get to work on oil aspects of projects from stort to finish. So you
won't be pigeonholed into one smoll element of design.
It's that kind of thing that's mode us one of the top orchitectural firms in
retail facilities for 24 yeors. And why we need more top tolent to build on
our success. You'll hove the opportunity to meet us in person ot the:

Springboard Job Fair
Cumosh Auditorium
Wednesday, May 23rd
9:00 a.m. to 1 p.m.
We hequently hove openings for Summer Interns, os well os staff positions
for grociuating seniors in the oreos of: Architecture, CAD Design and CAD
Drafting.

Your windowof opportunity.
You'll enjoy a full range of benefits including medkol ond dental, stock own
ership ond cosh b o n u ^ . Contoct your Career Plocement Office for more
detoik, or send your resume to: Katie Petcovich, Robert H. Lee & Associ
ates, Inc., 900 lijikspur Londing Circle, #125, Lorkspur, CA 94939. Office
locations in Petolumo, CA, Soaomento, CA, Phoenix, AZ, Bellevue, WA.
An equol opportunity employer.
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Eating disorders can be
helped by counselor visit
By June Thompson

with their feelings and not
negate themselves. Koenig en
courages clients to risk with her
and not take the attitude that “I
need to please the therapist.”
Most important in treatment,
she said, is to “risk experiencing
oneself and to learn to play pur
posely.”
During the round-table discus
sion period. Dr. Koenig was ask
ed why women in particular are
preoccupied with sweets. She
responded that her most difficult
patient was a male addicted to
ice cream.
“Food serves a variety of
needs, such as control over the
body, masking bad feelings and
numbing out reality like other
forms of addiction,” she said.
Gary Stanwyck, M.D., of the
Diplomat American Board of
Psychiatry and Neurology, saidthat “eating three meals a day is
not necessarily normal. One or
five meals a day are irrelevant as
long as the amount of nutrients
allow for the body” to function
effectively. He looks at ‘Vital
f u n c t i o n s , w h i c h are i n 
dividualistic.”
Ea t i n g d i s o r d e r is a
“ wastebasket term. We are
fumbling around trying to
understand them.”
Stanwyck noted that when
body weight falls too low in a
short period of time the result
can be metabolic changes and
anorexia. He cited the case of

ing also has helped her with
other problems. “There are
somethings I like about myself. I
can see the light at the end of the
tunnel,” she said.
The San Luis Obispo branch of
ANRED is an information and
referral service composed of pro
fessionals and other interested
individuals in the county.
The two most common eating
disorders are anorexia nervosa,
which is self-induced starvation;

Sia» W riter

If you are “a perfectionist
preoccupied with being skinny
you are not alone. It’s OK. You
are an OK person!”
These are the encouragirig
words of a Cal Poly student
recovering from bulimia to other
students with eating disorders.
Although bulimic since the age
of 13, she did not recognize the
disorder until after enrolling at
Cal Poly. Two years ago, a friend
showed her an article about the
disorder written by his bulimic
sister for a Pepperdine Universi
ty newspaper. After talking to
her friend and contacting Rita
Rich, RN, at Cal Poly’s Health
Center, she joined a group of Cal
Poly students with eating
disorders.
Before joining the group “I felt
I was different,” she said. But
afterwards I found out that “I
wasn’t the only girl with pro
blems.”
Now in one-on-one counseling,
she said “there are a lot of feel
ings I’ve stuffed down to my
knees for a long time that are
now slowly surfacing and I’m
dealing with them. I like group
counseling, but one-on-one is
more concentrated. I’m bringing
up a lot of feelings.”
At a meeting of Anorexia Ner
vosa and R e la t e d E a t i n g
Disorders (ANRED) at French
Hospital earlier this month, she
spoke of a pattern of maintaining
a diet, falling off a diet, binge
eating and purging.
Ill response to a question dur
ing an informal roundtable
discussion, she said that counsel-

and bulimia, which is binge
eating and purging by self-in
duced vomiting, or use of a lax
ative or diuretic. Bulimics have
some of the same symptoms as
anorexics, and some anorexics
turn into bulimics (bulimarexia).
(See diagnostic criteria in ac
companying box.)
The causes of eating disorders
are unknown. Psychological,
physiological, societal and
familial relations are some of the
contributing factors.
Both disorders are complex
and treatable. Both can be lifethreatening and fatal.
Obesity, or excessive fat on the
body, generally is not considered
an eating disorder. It may be
because of type and size of fat
cells or a gland disorder.
Rich, the outgoing president of
ANRED, said that in the last
couple of years she has seen more
Hispanic and Asian students
with eating disorders.
Dr. Lynda Koenig, a clinical
psychologist, was the guest
speaker at the meeting. When
treating clients she immediately
addresses the fact that basic
self-worth is not attached to
thinness. She teaches her clients
to gradually get into contact

some athletes at Southern
M eth od ist U n i v e r s i t y who
became anorectics after following
diets set for them.
Susan Updegrove, a registered
nurse and a marriage, family and
See ANOREXIA, page 10
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Right now at STENNER GLEN, you can earn
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Murray Street Station Presents a One Bedroom Apartment. Designed and Built
with Students in Mind. Unlike a Single Room Studio, These Come Equipped with
a Complete Kitchen, Living Room, Bathroom and Bedroom with Two Closets.
Each Apartment is Furnished and lias Been Renovated, Including Paint, Carfiet,
and Linoleum. The Complex Features a Computer/Study Room, Swimming Pool
and Barbeques Located Throughout the Attractively Landscaped Grounds.

1050 FOOTHILL BLVD.
offer expires 6/8/90, must present a valid student ID

1262 MURRAY ST

541-3856
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,et the games begin...

,ole-playing adventures played
ut by people looking to escape
y Ann Slaughter
Matt W riter

Trapped in the blinding fury of
raging sandstorm, the advenrers spot a glimpse of light — a
range metallic tower. The exilorers press forward to the
nctuary unaware of the hidden
ivil that lurks within. ...
Welcome to world of role playg games.
“When people ask me what
lie playing games are, I say the
st way to describe them is inraction fiction,” said Jerry
ickerson, owner o f Games Peo
ple Play in San Luis Obispo.
Most of the role playing games
lonsist of a gamemaster and
layers. The gamemaster sets up
e adventure and makes sure
ihe rules are followed. The
layers, using their character
nd dice, play out the fantasy.
he role of the dice and an action
le chart determines the charcter’s performance in a reuested task.
Both the gamemaster and
layer read a lot of literature
bout the game and the characrs.
‘There are supplements for
very facet,” Dickerson said. “ If
ou want to know more about a
articular character or more
bout a set of rules, you can exand it as far as you want.”
These games of imagination
rovide the participants many
nefits, Dickerson said.
‘Typically, what you’re deal
ing with is mostly reading, skills
nd mathematic skills,” he said,
t also increases writing skills

SHOPWORN
OLD EDITIONS

from the standpoint that the
players do a lot of reading, he
said. ‘They see how things are
structured and well-written.”
The players work together to
either combat the enemy or
complete their quests.
“A lot of time you have in
troverts that once they start
playing the game, (they) get a lot
of skills in dealing with people,”
Dickerson said.
“By far the most popular game
is advanced Dungeons and
Dragons,” he said. “It was the
first (role playing game) and sat
urated the market. They have
had 15 years of people playing
it.”
The players are given the op
portunity to socialize and stretch
their imagination.
“It’s a chance to get together
with your friends and it’s a break
from school,” said Stacy Ross,
an advanced Dungeons and
Dragons player. “It also gives
you a chance to do what you
want to do. You can act like
somebody totally different if you
wanted when you’re controlling
your characterfs). Your limit is
your imagination.”
Dungeon and Dragons is set in
a medieval world where a player
may come in contact with power
ful wizards, dragons, demons,
sorcerers, dwarves, trolls, hob
bits, elves and goblins.
The roots of the characters are
based on J.R.R. T o lk i e n ’ s
‘Trilogy,” Dickerson said. And
the adventures take players on
quests for hidden treasures.
“How to Host a Murder” is a

popular mystery game for those
interested in spicing up dinner
parties, he said. The guests are
asked to come to the party
dressed as the character in a
murder plot. As the evening
progresses, the players are given
more information about the
characters until everyone is able
to figure out who the killer is, he
said.
Deanna Constable, an English
graduate student, recalls playing
the murder mystery game. She
played a movie star. 'Fhe English
honor society decided to play the
game at their last function.
“A lot of English majors like
to play with words; they like to
put clues together and like to
work on phrases and things like
that,” Constable said. “It was
kind of a natural thing for us to
do as a group.”
Constable said it is a good
game for a fun evening. “Instead
of going and seeing a movie, in a
way you are in a movie,” she
said.
Dickerson puts out a monthly
newsletter for those on his mail
ing list telling of new games and
events.
The new hot game is Shadow
Run, Dickerson said. It has the
most literature out now. The ac
tion takes place in the year 2050
where big business has taken
over. The setting is a grim world
where cybernetic punks run
everything.
Space Marine is another popu
lar game. It is a futuristic game
that involves battles in an age of
anarchy.

the ‘T ” is known, the subcom
mittee will inform the group that
they must clean the “P ’ and its
surrounding area within one day
or a fine may be assessed to their
ASI account.
“I don’t think there will be a
problem getting groups,” said
Denholm. He said that 10 to 15
groups have already volunteered
to clean the “P.”
‘The fact that we’ve had
groups coming forward before
we’ve publicized it (the program)
says a lot,” Denholm added.
“ I think it’s (the Poly “P”
program) a great idea because
the Poly “P” is a landmark for
our school,” Plank said. “ I think
that many alumni and students
would be disappointed if the Poly
“P” was removed and I think
this is a great way to keep it
alive.”

‘The only forseeable question
is with the back-up plan,”
Denholm said. The back-up plan
requests that the seven schools
take turns cleaning the “P”.
The resolution reads that
groups who clean the “P” will be
thanked through classified ad
vertisements or Short Takes in
Mustang Daily.
“I think it (the program) will
work,” Denholm said. “It’s gone
through a lot of different ammending periods. I’ve revised it a
number of times. I think itll be a
great success. I think the Board
of Directors will pass it.”
The Board will be voting on
the Poly “P” clean-up resolution
at next Wednesday’s meeting.
The Board of Directors will
also bo voting on the position of
execubve vice president for the
1990-91 year.

.SI
^rom page 3
The proposal will go to the
legistration and Scheduling
^)mmittee for approval next
^eek. If that committee apjroves it, the proposal will go in»effect fall quarter.
The Board of Directors will
ilso be discussing the Pride of
the Poly “P” resolution. The
[ r e s o l u t i o n g i v e s t h e Ad[ministrative Commission the re[sponsibility to implement a
|clean-up program for the “P.”
The resolution sets up a subIcommittee r e s p o n s i b l e for
[soliciting groups to clean the
f‘T .” Any volunteer group or
[club can volunteer to clean the
“ P” on an “as needed basis.” All
materials will be supplied by the
Iadministration.
In the event that the group or
I club responsible for decorating
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ask again! Today's technology makes contact
lenses available In just about everyone's prescription

Optometrie Services of San Luis Obispo

David A. Schultz, O .D.
Contaa Lenses and Unique Eyewear

778 Mar s h S t r e e t ,

SLO

543-5200

IT S TODAY!
r
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Si )

^
«
«

RENT A CAR

The Alternative
Same cars but
LOWER RATES

•{X
«
<X
«
«
«
«

>}•

«
«

)}■
Î} >}■

•{t
(805)541-4818 3442 Empressa Dr. San Luis Obispo, CA 93401

SPRIN G BO ARD JOB FAIR
CHUMASH AUDITORIUM
OPEN FORUM 9 am to 1 pm

Jobs, Jobs, Jobs
Door Prizes Too!
Coordinated by Cooperative Education and
Placement Services Sponsored by the Liberal Arts
Council

\

STORAGE
RESERVE NOW!!
call DENNIS TRANSFER
543*3434

r$

EDWARDS

I I CINEMAS
Bargain Matinees
Every Day
Bargain Night
Tliesday&
W e d n e ^ y
EXCEPT SPECIAL ENGAGEMENTS

MISSION CINEMAS

10»HONTUIT•110•MI-1141
MADONNA PLAZA THEATRE
HIWV1M t MUOMU m. • a o • M4-MM

CAN EAT

ALL YOU

Lio n 's L u n ch
Hot Peope'oni Pizza
Steamy Spaghetti

a

Tomato Sauce

Warm Buttered Garlic Bread

^ 9 9

Fresh Garden Salad

Everyday
t l a m -2p m

J

V -

CREST
PIZZA . _
179 N. S ánta Rosa • 541-2205
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DISORDERS
From page 8
child counselor with the San Luis
Family Therapy Center, said that
20 years Eigo she knew only of
eating disorders, which have
been documented for more than
100 years in psychiatric litera
ture, but today she is counseling
clients with the disorders.
“More and more are in their
30s,” she said.
She also counsels adolescents
and is forming a psychotherapy
group for high school girls with
anorexia or bulimia. Her thera{jeutic techniques include role
playing, assertiveness and relax
ation exercises, art and music
therapy, problem solving and
support to promote personal
growth and build self esteem.
“Eating disorders are the per
son’s way of combatting stress,”
she said, “with negative physical
consequences. The solution
becomes the problem.”
Holly Seaton, RN, Ph.D., said
“people aren’t aware of the
dangers” of eating disorders.
‘Making them aware of the
parameters and the games they
play with themselves is impor
tant.” It also is important to
make treatment meaningful, in
cluding peer approval and con
formity, and not just nutrition,
she added.
Seaton is the current president
of the local branch of ANRED
and is in private practice.
Current literature notes that
eating disorders are only the tips
of icebergs. Professional medical
and psychotherapeutic treatment
is recommended for recovery.

Symptoms of anorexia
arid bulimia to recognize
ANOREXIA NERVOSA
• Intense fear o f becoming
obese which does not diminish
as weight loss progresses.
• Disturbance o f body image
(claiming to “feel fat” even
when emanciated).
• Weight loss o f at least 25
percent o f origin al body
weight.
• Refusal to maintain body
weight more than a minimed
normal weight for age and
height.
• No known physical illness
that would account for the
weight loss.

BULIMIA

• Consumption of high caloric,
easily ingested food during a
binge.
Termination o f such eating
episodes by abdominal pain,
sleep, social interruption or
self-induced vomiting.
• Repeated attempts to lose
weight by severely restrictive
diets, induced vomiting or use
of cathartics or diuretics.
• Frequent weight fluctuations
greater than 10 pounds,
because of alternating binges
and fasts.
^
• Awareness that the eating
pattern is abnormal and fear of
not being able to stop eating
voluntarily. .
• Depressed mode and selfdeprecating thoughts following
eating binges.
• The bulimic episodes are not
because of anorexia nervosa or
any known physical disorder.

• Recurrent episodes of binge
eating (rapid consumption o f a
large amount o f food in a
discrete period of time, usually
less than two hours).
At least three of the follow
ing:

Source: D ia gnosti c
Statistical Manual-Ill

Help is available.
Rita Rich at the Health Center,
can refer a student to a group on
campus or to a professional in
private practice.
The Hotline of San Luis
Obispo County is another source

for referral, 544-6163 (or ask the
operator for Enterprise 14429.)
A student with a friend who
has an eating disorder may con
tact Carolyn Hurwitz, Health
Education, at the Health Center
for information.

and

WHEN YOU HAVE SLIDESTHINK OF US!
We have a full line of photographic slide
services available, with rapid turnaround times
and fair prices. Come see us at-

Laguna Village Shopping Center
Los Osos Valley Rd. at Madonna Rd.

543-6491

SOFT CONTACT LENSES PRESCRIPTIONS FILLED
BAUSH & LOMB SOFTSPIN
SOFTMATEB.........$30/pr

PERMAFLEX
NATURAL........... ....$44/pr

BAUSH & LOMB “0"
SOFTMATE E.W.... $39/pr

CIBOSOFT......... ....$43/pr
HYDRON............ ....$43/pr

VARIOUS BRANDS AVAILABLE
Please call 349-3409 • 216 W. Main St., Santa Maria

Large Format
C O P IE S
Available at
5

F

r
I

n
I

Y

n

I

Your CampusCopy Center

F^SrUDENTl
lACULTY
Roundtrip from Los Anseles

Mexico CHy
Honolulu
Costa Rica
London
Frankfurt
Amsterdam
Tahiti

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

250
298
370
550
578
590
679

Resiriclions apply Fares subjecl to change
without notice and based on availability

***Eurallpasses***
Issued on the spot

America's oldest and largest
student travel organization.

ComdlTRaud

4Vfl

^

' *•

14515 Ventura Blvd. #250
Sherman Oaks, CA 91403

800- 888-8786

Mustang Daily

lassífíed
Join FMA

CASH for comics & gaming itemsSub Comics, Games & Posters
785 Marsh 541-3735

While they present Kim Mistretta
a Real Estate Lawyer.
Thur 1lamRoom 214 Bus Bldg

Games & Comics- the largest
selection of games for gamers
Now comics in every Friday morning
Games People Play 1060 Broad St.
546-8447
The Perfect gift for
Your graduate Friends:
A sharp, professionally written
RESUME!
give a graduate the best gift of
all--a Resume written by a mar
keting communications profes
sional to get the job they've
worked so hard for. Gift Certi-ficates avail
able. 773-1615

•ATTN GOLFERS
Cal Poly Golf Assoc, is holding
ASI
POSITIONS
SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
CONTACT JOHN PUGLIESE 546-0882

ABRACADABRA! WORD PROCESSING
‘ Senior Projects 'Papers 549-0371

ATTENTION ME STUDENTS!!
Graduating Seniors BBQ
Johnson Park Sat. June 2 11 30
Free to grads spring 90-winter'91
Sign up with Bernice in ME Dept,
before MONDAY, MAY 28
Free food and fun for volunteers.
Contact Jason at 756-3648.________

ACADEMIC WORD PROCESSING
541-4214 PROJECTS.PAPERS FROM
$2 doublespaced page Resumes
from $10 MARCY__________
C W LAVELLE SECRETARIAL SERVICES
WP.SrProjects.etc. ,528-5830

Buy an IBM PS2 at special
student prices. Comes com
plete with preloaded software
IBM Mouse and color graphics.
Details at your IBM campus
outlet.

EXPERT WORDPROCESSING. PAPERS
& PROJECTS BECKY, 549-0254
PAPER CHASE WORD PROCESSING
5 YRS EXP-CALL KAREN 544-2692
ProType call Patty 544-1783
Sen Pro)-T/P & more-Luser Print

M u stan g D aily
C la s s if ie
ds
HAS A
DROP BOX

R&R Word Processing RON A 544-2591
Laser Printer/Student Rates/By Appt

LOCATED AT THE U U INFO DESK
THE ADS WILL BE PICKED UP EACH
DAY AT 10AM
UNION EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
Applications are now available
in UU 212 Get involved and make a
difference in your University
Union!

Spring Banquet-June 4,1990
Tickets on sale thru 5/30 11-1 pm
Front of Mott Gym Students-$17

ALPHA CRISIS PREGNANCY CENTER
24-HR LIFELINE 541-3367
FREE PREGNANCY TEST
A FRIEND FOR LIFE
Oakley. Rayban.Vuarnet.Bucci.
Suncloud and lots more tO^o
off with your student ID card
at the Sea Barn Avila Beach

BAMBAMSIMPLY PUT...
I LOVE YOU!
LOVE.
FLIP

CYNDISTEPHENS

Thanks for making Greek Week 1990
such a success for Siqma Kappa!!!
D-CHI GUMBY
Vteicome to The Bor>d' -Bluto

LAMBDA CHI

Thanks tor a fun mystery exchange
on Sat Let's do it again soon!!!
Love, Gamma Phi
L iz Vtolski-you were a great
Panhellinic President Congrats
■ on a job well done. Love, AXO

SIGMA K
1st GREEK SING
2ndGREEK WEEK
way to go studs!!! What s next?

ZETA
GREEK WEEK

m

h

a

s ic t i

Part-time-Wanted sharp girl to work
in creative spin art specialty shop
Sat.Sun.Mon. avail.Salary & commi
ssion Call 773-5393 for appointment.

SINFULLY
DELICIOUS
Waiters/waitresses needed. Must
have modest experience w/California
Cuisine and Napa Valley wines
call David W. Erb 773-1210
Skyway Engineering, a Santa Maria
Civil Engr. firm,seeks exp.
(2 yr. min) designer draftsman.
PIP. GP, etc. AutoCad exp.desirable
Resume in confidence: Box 6643.
Santa Maria, CA 93456

F RMMT 2 Share room 4 smr in
great house 200/m Carol 543-0987
F SMR SBLT OWN ROOM IN HOUSE
RENT NEG Call KAREN 543-1231
F Sublet Needed to share rm 4
summer at Kris Kar Apts.POOL,HOT
TUB,BBQPits,Micro,Close to Poly,
$190/m,Neg. Jana 541-9238
Female roommate needed
for summer close to Poly!
Call 541-1077
Females needed to share furnished
co-ed house close to campus/280
single/ 210 shared -i- utils/June
to June lease Can sublease for
summer call Jaime 549-9620
FM RMATE NEEDED TO SHARE RM IN
HOUSE STARTING 8-1-90 5MIN WALK
TO POLY $225/MO CALL LIZ 542-0375
Homemate wanted-Nonsmkg, mature,
tidy fern, looking for same Own rm.,
ful. furn.$288/mo 6/90-6/91 541-3208

SUMMER JOBS

MRoommate needed Non-smkr, own rm
new house wash/dry Quiet $300/mo
541-8851 ERIC

SUMMER WORK

ENVIRONMENTAL
JOBS!
The CEIP Fund will be on campus

SUMMER SUBLET
Own Room-Close to Campus
$175 00 546-9655 Ask for Paul

APARTMENT SALE BEDROOMLIVING
ROOM AND KITCHEN FURNITURE
CALL SIMONE 542-0387
COMPUTER-MUST SELLISAVE SIOOOs
IBM 286 clone 3 mo old.16Mhz.0wait
4Mb RAM.40Mb HD.1 44 & 1 2Mb FD.
Daisy wheel & 9pin ptrs.Software.
$2150 (1/2 new cost) Jim 542-0686_______
RUSSIAN LANGUAGE CASSETTES(28’ /2HR)
TEACHER MANUAL & STUDENT WORK
BOOK
NEVER USED $190 DAN 543-1548.
Twin Bed.foot&head board, boxspring
mattress.3yr.Old-$100 obo 541-2106

'82 YAMAHA VIRAGO 750cc
9.7K/mi. $850 544-9261-Jeff
FOR SALE:PUCH MOPEO^^WPORT
MODEL-RUNS GOOD-350 OBO
546-0253 LEAVE MESSAGE
Moped 4 sale 1987 Honda Elite 50
Great Cond. w/helmet.new tires
$500 Ask for Rich 544-7430
Suzuki GS450L t M 3 Uke New'
Only 7K miles.black and silver
asking $975,call Gil at 542-9491

1986 Classic Schwinn Cruiser $150
OBO-Great SLO bike-CALL"541-2106

INCHING CLOSER TO THE
SACRIFICIAL PIT. SPIFF
SlONL'l AND SMOOTHES
REACHES FOR THE TINV
ATOM BLASTER OONCEAllD
IN UI5 BELT : _

Quiet.clean fm rmmt to share rm
beg fall qtr at Pinecreek $222+
utl Furnished RoomICall X4488
Share house $300/mo. no deposit
Close to campus 545-8121 eves

National Retail Corp.
Interview Now
$9.25/start,flex hrs.,PT/FT
Corporate Scholarships
8:30-5 (805) 489-1690

2 Strawberry Bluegrass Festival
tix avib call Craig 543- 6916

STARING DEATH >N
r u t FACE, OUR
HERD THINKS FAST.

4bdrm HOUSE lease can start smmr
(12mo.) or fall(9mo.) DO NOT NEED
TO FIND SUBLET.micro.hot tub.frig,
wash/dry.fireplace. JOYCE 756-4477

SONIC CABLE TELEVISION
Help wanted m/f an equalopportunity
employer field sales positionF commission
sales llexhours
avibi immed apply at 270 Bridge St
SLO 544-1962

Wanted Registered MSCC intern to
work for Center for New Direc
tions Hours signed off in grow
ing dynamic private practice.
Call Adam Van Dyke. M A for
interview appointments 541-0553.

Need Graduate Student Intern for
Outdoor Recreation Programming
Job descrip, in ASI Office, UU212
Bring resume & letter by June 1

CHAMPS

PAIR-A-SCOPES a MAGIC MOUNTAIN
Photo Concession is NOW HIRING!!
$6.00 Hr -»-Commission-i-Season Bonus
Must be at least 18 yrs. old
Housing available
Transportation a must
If interested call Sue
at 408-722-0117

CHILOCARE:My home M-F Welcome to
bring child' Lt. housekeeping.
Please call 528-1330
COMPUTER LAB^ONITOR
Positions Avail for Fall Mac and
IBM Exp Req Flex Hrs, Enriching
Environment Apps Avail in 12-102C
M-F 9-5 For Info Call 756-2516

Wednesday MAY 23 at the
SPRINGBOARD JOB FAIR
Chumash Auditorium 9am-1 pm
Expand resume with pract exp
Local Civil firm seeks 3rd-i- year
Civil student for PT/FT,flex hrs
Some Exp req'd AutoCAD helps
Resume to Box 6643. Santa Maria.
CA 93456___________________________
GOVERNMENT JOBS Sl6.040-$59.230/yr
Now Hiring Call (1) 805-687-6000
Ext. R-100iB1 for current federal
list
GOVERNMENT JOBSS 16.040-$59.230/yr.
Now Hiring. Call 1-805-687-6000
Ext R-10081 for current federal list
Inside Sales Rep
Career Opportunity Available with
growing computer printer manufacturenng Co Located in Atascadero
Dynamic inside sales Rep needed to
convert qualified prospects to
customers and to handle an exist
ing customer base.Experience help
ful Medical benefits & great growth
potential.Mail resume & salary
history to Cognitive Solutions P O
Box 2800, Atascadero.CA.93423-2800
MUST/ANG DAILY is now accepting
applications for its summer
editor and staff For more info,
call Doug at 756-1143
___

1978 BMW320I 4spd Alpine Stereo
Good cond. 1owner $6000 OBO Call
_________
544-7562.
83 Dodge Omni, Great Cond Must
sell 1500 OBO. Scott 545-9448
__
84CEUC'a AC.CC.AM-FMCASS
66KMI EXCCOND 480 OBO 544-6871

475 RAMONA REAR HOUSE MALE STU
SINGLE RM LEFT 541-3116 OR
549-9264

FineHighSierra Family Resort seeks
live-in counselors( 19-up) to TEACH:
Swimming (WSI).Archeiy (21).
or Arts and Crafts ALSO NEED;
Horse Care/Groom 1-800-227-9900

c o n v e n ie n t

Rec Admin

Needed. Graduate Student Intern
for University Union Programming
Job descrip, in ASI Office, UU212
Bring resume & letter by June 1.

FOUND JEAN JACKET-LAST MONTH
549-0913

Logo Design for Women’s Resource
Center of SLO needed-$50 Reward!!
Call:544-9313 Write Logo Contest,
Women's Resource Center, 1160
Marsh, SLO 93401 Deadline 6/1/90

the Morro Bay Blowout Golf
Tourney-May 26 Sign up in UU Tues
& Thurs-Deadline May 24

NEED JR OR SR MECH ENGINEER TO
WORK SUMMER AT UNOCAL'S SANTA
MARIA REFINERY. PRACTICAL APP
LICATION OF TECHNICAL STUDIES
SEND RESUME TO R E. THOMPSON
UNOCAL 2555 WILLOW RD ARROYO
GRANDE CA 93420

3 Bdrm 2 Bath House, Laguna area.
Bus Routes, $1150 mo Call 549-9168
3 Bedroom-2 1>2 Bath CondoNearPoly
$1200'mo-10mo lease starting
Septi Condo w/'yard to be totally
remodeled this summer-new carpet,
new appliances New cabinets, etc
to see pre-remodeled condo
call 543-8370 or leave message
61 BROAD now has shared spots
available in 2bdrm Apts 544-7772
APTS 1025 Foothill SLO, close
~
to school Renting Sum arxl
school year starting at $300. mo
summer and $550 school year
call Dan after 5pm 541-0894
ATTN JUNE GRADS! Fm Rmmate needed
Huntington Bch Apt(Orange County)
LG Bdrm w/own Bath, 2 mi to BEACH
$345/mo,Avlb 7/1. CALL POLY GRADS
Sandy.Paula or Julie 714-840-5267
Cedar Creek Student C o n ^ -2 bdrm.
2 bth-walk to schod.poot.rec room,
965-1775-AV3II July 1 - Aug.31.__________
CONDO FOR RENT-2br/2bath 4
SMR CALL MARISSA 485-5378
FREE RENTAL LISTS
FARRELL SMYTH PROPERTY MANAGE
MENT
1411 MARSH ST SUITE 101 543-2636
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Why sublet A Room when you can
RENT for Sum&Schoolyr Call
Greg at 549-0870

THINKING OF BUYING A HOUSED
IF YOU OR YOUR PARENTS MAY BE
INTERESTED IN AN OPPORTUNITY
SUCH AS THIS. PLEASE FEEL FREE
TO CALL ME FOR A FREE INFO
PACKET WARREN DOI '91
SHELL BEACH REALTY
(805) 773-5666

BUYING A HOUSE OR CONDO? FOR FREE
LIST OF ALL LEAST EXPENSIVE HOUSES
& CONDOS FOR SALE IN SLO CALL
STEVE NELSON 543-8370. Farrell Smylh

2 Bd 2 Ba Mobile Home students ok
$44,900 ■3BR 2BA Laguna Lake area
$235.000- 3BR 2BA Foothill $299,000
5BR 3BA Near Poly $439.000-many
others avail, call Jim 541-5101 or
.541-1921 Century 21 Team Realty

AAA'BEST PRICED CONDOS & HOMES
LISTED FREE SPECIALIZING IN
STUDENT PARENT INVESTMENTS.
INFORMATION PACKET AVAILABLE ON
CAMPUS CALL MARGUERITE
541-3432 CENTURY 21

Condo-end unlt-2bdrm, 1 1/2 bath,
Ig. deck plus more! $167,(X)0.

Student rents are going through
the roof in the fall! Why pay rent
when you can own your own condo for
what you would pay for rent?-have
arareciation and tax write oft too.
1 Bdrm, IBth condos in charming
setting,lots of open space--16 min.
to Poly, in Atascadero Starting at
$65.000-Financing avail. Call Three
Stars Real Estate 466-7544.0pen Sat
& Sun 5525 Capistrano. Atascadero

Twin Home Laguna Lake 2bd 3bth
OutstandingDecor Backyard on
Lake Estuary & Forest Jacuzzi
washer & Diyer 1233 Vista Del
Lago$224 900 Marina Realty 773-4643
773-3602

Close to down town-Victonan home
plus 2 income units-lq.lot $379.000
W4NT YOUR OWN PLACE'> TWO 48f1-One
BDRM MOBILEHOMES FOR SALE
274 Higuera 789 541-3239 Ton

Business
Directory
WINDOW TINTING Quality 3M Film
at SAN LUIS CUSTOMS 543-7878

Teachirig Summer School can be

VERY
TAXING
Annuities Wbst
541-4872

For Any Special Occasion
PACIFIC COAST LIMOUSWE
SLO 541-9201 North County 434-1544

House for Rent

HUGE 3Bedr 21/2bath House Near
Poly Summer sublets needed!
$650 OBO Andy 756-3028 Timx3928
HOUSE-3bd. 1bath AvI June-Sept Neg
rent 1 mi to CP Norma 546-0320
summer^ T rter
ROOM FOR RENT
CLOSE TO POLY- CABLE INCLUDEDFURNISHED-$215 + UTILITIES
CALL CAROL 545-9219
UPSTAiRS SUITE IN NICE HOME Share’
Kitchen $375 Mo Minor Chores in
xchange 544-1519 eves 2BR Condo
Avail, in June $775. 544-8530dvs

ML RIGHT, 'fOO
BLOODSUCKING,
mutant chromosomal

DISASTERS'* NOBODI
Move / IM ouTTA h e rt '

CALVIN, GIVE ME THAT
RUBBER BAND RIGHT
THIS MINUTE '

PROFESSIONAL
RESUME
WRITING
SERVICE
Effective resumes written by a
marketing communications profes
sional who can capitalize on your
skills and get those interviews'
773-1615

Los Osos Mini Storage sizes vary
4x10 5x10,6x10 5x6 4x6,etc 528-8118

FRENCH a RUSSIAN ALL LEVELS
544-7460

CONSHA S OFFICE SUPPLY
TYPING $1 50 PER PAGE 773-5851

Ì

Time is passing Are you?
Aardvark Editing offers reliable
proofreading, editing and writing
assistance for all types of pa
pers and projects, quick service,
reasonable rates and the initial
consultation is free! Call us at
545-9918 from 5 to 9pm'
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$100 Prize

ARRAIGNMENTS
From page 3
driver’s license.
Steinfeld said all those arrested
during Poly Royal were sched
uled to be arraigned Tuesday —
with the exception of those
granted temporary continuances,
Gary Faucette is a Maguire
and Ashbaugh lawyer involved in
the proceedings. He handled
about 20 of the cases presented
Tuesday, he said. Most of the
people he dealt with pleaded “not
guilty.”

F em ale P oly
stu d en t w as
a ttack victim
over w eeken d
A female Cal Poly student was
attacked behind the Health
Center late Saturday night, ac
cording to an investigator for
Public Safety.
Investigator Ray Berrett said
the woman was walking on
Campus Way, the road that runs
behind the Health Center, and
was grabbed irom behind by an
unidentified male between mid
night and 1 a.m.
The male, according to Berrett,
asked the woman why she was
walking alone that late at night,
and refused to let her go. The
woman struggled with the man,
hitting him a number of times in
the chest. After kicking him in
the groin, Berrett said the man
fell to the ground and the woman
was able to run away. She was
not ir\jured in the struggle.
Berrett said the man is
described as a white male in his
late 20s, around 5 feet 11 inches
tall, with short, blond hair. He
was wearing a dark unprinted
sweatshirt, dark pants and
light-colored shoes.
Berrett urges anyone who may
have been in the area around the
time of the incident, and who
may have seen the suspect, to
contact Public Safety at 7562281. He also urges people to be
careful walking there late at
night, and to avoid walking
alone.

“They added a courtroom for
the increased load as a result of
the riot,” Faucette said.
“ It’s my im pression that
what’s happening is there were a
lot of victims in the riot,” he
said. “Some in terms of property
damage, some in the business
community. A lot o f kids that
got picked up in the sweep were
also victims.”
Some who were picked up were
trying to disperse but were
caught between three teams of

police, which left them with no
place to disperse, Faucette said,
and others were checking on
their cars or property outside.
“I live in this community, and
I wasn’t really happy with the
riots,” Faucette said. “ I thought
they were stupid, I have talked
to a lot of people who shouldn’t
have been arrested and were.
Unfortunately, I think there are
a lot of people out there who
should have been arrested and
weren’t.”

Hey! What are you
doing this summer?
nowacceptingapplicalions for itsSiimmer
1990 odilor ,ind sloff. Positions open inelude:
•Editor-in-chief
•Mniiiiging Editor
•Asst. M.inaging Editor

«News editor
• Photo editor
• Asst. Photo Editor

Attention Students
We n e e d a logo
for the
TEACHER DIVERSITY PROGRAM

Entries must be subm itted by
June 1, 1990
Education D epartm ent
Dexter 220
For More Info Call
756-1251

If you and a friend come into.....
SAN LUIS

AppliCcints need not be journalism majors, but must possess
writing, copy editing and management skills (Photo editor
position needs shooting, as well as darkroom skills), i.ach
po'^ition /.s fnuil. Interested pern>ns should send letter of
interest stating position wanted, resume and samples of
work to Pong Pil'raneo, I'ditor, AI;es/a;/y Hiulu, C'.raphic
Arts 22b, C'al 1\)1\’ Uni\'ersitv, San Puis Obispo, 93407.
Qiu'stions^ C'all Pi'iug at 73n-| 143.

Deadline to apply: Friday, May 25 at noon.

M ustang Daily
Editors Needed
Applications are now being accepted for next year's
Mustang Daily Editorial Staff. Positions begin Fall
quarter, 1990. Open positions include:
•Managing Editor, Content
• Opinioi^Editor • Investigative Reporter
* Editor «Photo Editor
•Insight
•A & E Editor
•Freelance Editor
•Sports Editor
• Illustrator

..... and you both buy
a pair o f BIRKENSTOCKS
you will both save 15%
o ff each pair!
Come check out all the new
colors and styles
Open 7 days a week &
until 9 on Thursday

670 Higuera St.
S.L.O.
SAcross from TORTILLA FLATSg

SUPERVISORS

Each position is paid. Applicants need not be journalism

KINDRICK
From page 1
Affairs and admissions.
Kindrick also said that univer
sities have the responsibility of
playing a major role in com
munity development.
“Higher education ought to
have an impact on society,” he
said. “We need to show the state
that we are helping it more for
ward.”
Kindrick said that being a
polytechnic university is an ad
vantage, but he saw a need on
th e C al P o l y c a m p u s to
reevaluate whether or not the
current general education re
quirements can carry students
once they graduate.
“Part o f your (Cal Poly’s)
strength is its unified focus,” he
said. “This will help you in the
future. But the time is right for
the campus to take a look at
what ought to be taught in
general education.”
Robert D. Grey, the dean of
division of biological sciences at
UC Davis and the final candidate
for the vice president for Aca
demic Affairs position, will be on
campus May 31 and June 1.
The forum for Grey, open to all
s tu de n ts , f a c u lt y and a d 
ministration, is scheduled for
May 31 at 3:30 p.m. in Vista
Grand Banquet Room.

majors, but should have sufficient experience related
to the job. Interested persons submit a cover letter
statingjx)sition wanted, résumé, and clips of recent
work. Siend applications to Christine Koim, Editor, GA
226, Cal Poly university. For questions on individual
positions, call Christine Kohn at 756-1143.

Deadline: Tuesday, May 29,1990 at noon.

If you are a dynamic person seeking a challenging and reward
ing career offering security and unlimited grouth potential, you
may have what it takes to be part of our team. Louis Rich, the
world’s largest producer of high quality turkey products has
opened its newest, most modem facility in Tulare, CA. This
chance to be part of a progressive management team presents
the following supervisory positions:

•QUALITY ASSURANCE SUPERVISOR

(Student (Summer ¿pedal
Full 6et of Acrylics w/np*...($18
Acrylic fWU.. .818
(.Scenic

&

C^rapliic

Airbridied Nail Art. ..O il)
M aniciirc

.5 &

l^ c d ic iirc s

Carolyn
Flliolt
8fxx?ializing in Acrylic:*, f'ilx'.rglofts

& (Sa'.nic & Graphic Airbrii*hcxf Nnil Art
Hair C onnection

* MAINTENANCE SUPERVISOR
* ELECTRICAL ENGINEER
* PRODUCTION SUPERVISOR
Candidates should possess a BA/BS degree and the ability to
lead people in a fast paced environment. Supervisory experi
ence in a production facility preferred, but will train qualified
individuals.
Outstanding wage and benefit package, central location with
affordable housing opportunities and compacted work week
schedule available.
11 |x>imii)i>

c u a x ’i in iho riulil iliiv c lio n in w h.il \ou .nv ut ter. Ntop h>
uiul SCO iiN ul the C u rcei l o ru m on e a m p u s on \ 1.i\ 2.1iil O R . it \oii .ire
un able to alleiul loiA saal \our leM inie aiul c o v e r letter w ithout ilel.iv to:
l.ouiN R ic h C o .. 1*0 . B o x I O ' ) . Tulare. C A U.IJT.'S. A tten tio n : I’eiNoiiiiel
N o in

a 'n e q u a l o p p o r t u n i t y e m p l o y e r

A full (St',rvk.:c N'nil & llfiir cS;)Iori

2040 Parker cSfrecf • eSan l.uls C5bispo («.''If lliy,iicra)
'344-4400
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HEY CAL POLY! ^

Louis f^ch

